Cerebellar Culture Models of Dendritic Spine Proliferation after Transplantation of Glia
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SUMMARY

Studies of Purkinje cell dendritic spine proliferation after transplantation of cytosine arabinoside (Ara C) treated organotypic cerebellar cultures with glia and granule cells, either separately and in combination, were reviewed. Exposure of cerebellar explants to Ara C for the first 5 days in vitro results in the destruction of granule cells, the only excitatory cortical neurons, and oligodendroglia, and functionally compromises surviving astrocytes so that they do not appose neuronal membranes. In the absence of granule cells, there is a sprouting of Purkinje cell recurrent axon collaterals, the terminals of which project to and form heterotypical synapses with Purkinje cell dendritic spines, which are usually occupied by terminals of granule cell axons (parallel fibers). After this reorganization has been achieved, the explants can be transplanted with the missing elements to induce a second round of reorganization, with approximate restoration of the usual interneuronal relationships. Addition of both granule cells and glia resulted in a proliferation of clusters of Purkinje cell dendritic spines, which formed synapses with axon terminals of transplanted granule cells, and as synapse formation progressed, the spine clusters became reduced. Transplantation of Ara C-treated cultures with glia alone resulted in a proliferation of clusters of Purkinje cell dendritic spines, but in the absence of granule cells the spines remained unattached, and the clusters persisted throughout the period of observation. Purkinje cell dendritic spine proliferation was induced by exposure of Ara C-treated cultures to astrocyte-conditioned medium. When Ara C-treated cerebellar cultures were transplanted with granule cells in the absence of functional glia, parallel fiber-Purkinje cell dendritic spine synapses formed, but no clusters of Purkinje cell dendritic spines were observed. These findings suggest that Purkinje cell dendritic spine proliferation is induced by an astrocyte-secreted factor, resulting in an expansion of postsynaptic sites available for synaptogenesis.

INTRODUCTION

The presence of Purkinje cell dendritic spines, the targets of parallel fiber (granule cell axon) terminals, has been reported in a variety of conditions in which cerebellar granule cells have been reduced or eliminated by different methods, including toxins /10/, antimitotic agents /13,14/, viral agents /11,15,19/, X-irradiation /1/, and as a result of a genetic mutation, such as the weaver mouse /12,21,39,40/. Some authors /19/ reported the density of such “unattached” or “naked” or “free” spines without presynaptic elements as increased per unit length of dendrite compared with normal Purkinje cells, whereas others /15/ referred to Purkinje cell dendrites as “very heavily laden” with spines. The naked spines were generally
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described as encased in astrocytic processes and possessing dense structures, similar to postsynaptic thickenings /1,10–15,19,39,40/. The persistence of naked spines throughout the life span of weaver mutant mice /21/ indicated that presynaptic elements were not necessary for maintaining Purkinje cell dendritic spines. Most investigators felt that the presence of parallel fibers was also not necessary for the induction of dendritic spines /12,15,19,21,40/, as spines developed in the absence of parallel fibers. Spine formation was interpreted by some authors as an autonomous property of Purkinje cells.

In a more recent study using cultures of dissociated Purkinje cells, dendritic differentiation was arrested when Purkinje cells were cultured in isolation /2/. Dendritic branching, although of abnormal pattern and caliber, was achieved when Purkinje cells were cocultured with astrocytes, but the dendrites did not develop spines. The greatest dendritic branching plus spine formation occurred when purified Purkinje cells were cocultured with purified granule cells, suggesting that dendritic spines form only in the presence of granule cell afferents, contrary to the conclusions drawn from the earlier in vivo studies. The spines that formed in the culture experiment were reported to synapse with parallel fibers.

Parasagittally oriented organotypic cerebellar cultures derived from newborn mice develop many features of the cerebellum in vivo /24/. The five major types of cortical neurons are represented in vitro and form the expected interneuronal relationships, so that the granule cells, the only excitatory cortical neurons, project to all other cortical neurons, including Purkinje cells and the inhibitory interneurons, the basket, stellate, and Golgi cells. Purkinje cells, the only neurons whose axons project from the cortex, innervate the target deep nucleus neurons, which are incorporated in all cerebellar explants except those derived from the midline, where there is no underlying deep nucleus, while recurrent axon collaterals are projected to all other cortical neurons, including other Purkinje cells. Extracerebellar afferents are usually absent, except in occasional cultures with incorporated fragments of dorsal pontine tissue, in which case some mossy fibers are present and synapse with granule cell dendrites to form glomeruli, as seen in vivo, and with Golgi cell somata and dendrites /24/. The usual neuron-glia interactions also develop in vitro, so that the cultures become myelinated and the Purkinje cells become ensheathed by astrocytic processes.

When such cultures are exposed to the DNA-synthesis-inhibitor, cytosine arabinoside (Ara C), for the first 5 days in vitro (DIV), the granule cells and oligodendrocytes are either vastly reduced or destroyed, and surviving astrocytes are functionally compromised, so that they do not appose neuronal membranes /4,38/. Such cultures are not myelinated, the Purkinje cells lack their normal astrocytic sheaths, and their somata are hyperinnervated by recurrent axon collateral terminals. In the absence of granule cells, Purkinje cell dendritic spines form and are innervated by terminals of sprouted recurrent axon collaterals from other Purkinje cells. Some unattached Purkinje cell dendritic spines are present, most without postsynaptic densities, but they are far outnumbered by the spines forming heterotypical synapses with recurrent axon collaterals. Occasional mossy fibers, when present, form multiple synapses with Golgi cell dendrites in pseudoglomerular formations. In one study /4/, mossy fibers were reported not to synapse with Purkinje cell dendritic spines, as has been described for in vivo cerebella after granule cell depletion /1,15,19,40/.

Once this cortical reorganization has been achieved, the cultures can be ‘‘transplanted’’ with granule cells or glia or both to restore some or all the morphological characteristics of the standard culture preparation. The following is a review of a series of studies in which glia and granule cells have been replaced, either in combination or separately, in Ara-C-treated cultures lacking these elements, and what the following events have revealed about Purkinje cell dendritic spine formation. Additional changes that occur as a result of manipulating these culture models are described in a more extensive review /28/.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Organotypic cerebellar cultures, such as those described above, were prepared from newborn (within 24 hr after birth) Swiss-Webster mice by
isolating the cerebellum from the underlying pons by sectioning the cerebellar peduncles as close as possible to the cerebellum, trimming and discarding the lateral ends, and then cross-cutting the cerebellum in the parasagittal plane with scalpel blades into 7 or 8 sections 0.5-mm-thick /5,24,26/. Each section was placed on a collagen-coated coverslip with a drop of nutrient medium, incorporated into a Maxinow assembly, and incubated in the lying-drop position at 35.5–36°C. The nutrient medium was initially changed at 5 DIV, and twice weekly thereafter. The standard medium consisted of 2 parts 3 IU/ml low-zinc insulin, 1 part 20% dextrose, 8 parts Eagle’s minimum essential medium with added L-glutamine 7 parts Simms’ X-7 balanced salt solution with incorporated HEPES buffer (pH 7.4) to make its concentration 10⁻² in the fully constituted medium, and 12 parts fetal calf serum. For Ara C-treated cultures, the Ara C, at a concentration of 5 μg/ml medium, was incorporated into the nutrient medium at explantation, and after a 5-day exposure, the cultures were maintained in standard medium /38/.

Transplantation of Ara C-treated cerebellar cultures was accomplished by superimposing onto the host explants, at 8–9 DIV or later, tissue containing the cellular components to be added. Granule cells plus glia were added in the form of 9-DIV cerebellar explants exposed for the first 5 DIV to nutrient medium with incorporated 10⁻⁴ M kainic acid, which destroyed all cortical and subcortical neurons except granule cells, which are selectively resistant to kainate, and left the glia intact /33/. The kainic acid-exposed cultures were removed from their collagen substrates and placed directly on the Ara C-treated host cultures under a dissecting microscope. The transplant pairs were maintained in standard medium /37/. Glia alone were added in the form of fragments of 7-day-old mouse optic nerve /16,17/. Granule cells, in the absence of functional glia, were introduced to host Ara C-treated explants in the form of cerebellar cultures exposed for the first 5 DIV to kainic acid to eliminate all neurons but granule cells, followed by 4 days of exposure to Ara C to destroy or to compromise the glia /27/. Such preparations were dissected from their collagen substrates at 9 DIV and superimposed on 9 DIV Ara C-treated cultures in the same fashion as described above. Attempts had been made to apply suspensions of dissociated, purified granule cells to Ara C-exposed cerebellar cultures, but the cells could not be sufficiently concentrated over the explants, and trials with pelleted granule cells were unsuccessful because the cells were unable to migrate from the pellets.

RESULTS

Transplantation with granule cells and glia

In the initial studies of transplantation of Ara C-treated cerebellar cultures with granule cells and glia, the cultures were inspected daily in the living state for signs of myelination and were fixed and stained for light microscopic and ultrastructural observations 10 days after superimposing the kainate-exposed explants /3,37/. Myelination was evident in 78% of transplanted Ara C-treated cultures, 3–5 days post transplantation (DPT), which compares with 80%–85% for untreated, control cerebellar cultures. At 10 DPT, granule cells were abundantly present in the cortex, and the density of cortical neurites was similar to that of the control explants, representing a reduction of the sprouted recurrent axon collaterals. Purkinje cells had acquired astrocytic sheaths, axosomatic synapses were reduced, and most Purkinje cell dendritic spines had formed homotypical synapses with parallel fiber terminals. Occasional mossy fibers formed multiple synapses with granule cell dendrites to form true glomeruli, which replaced the pseudoglomeruli, characteristic of Ara C-treated cultures with incorporated fragments of dorsal pons.

From the observations at 10 DPT, it was not possible to determine if the newly formed homotypical parallel fiber–Purkinje cell dendritic spine synapses were with dendritic spines already present but vacated by withdrawing or degenerating recurrent axon collateral terminals, or with newly developed dendritic spines. Insight into this question was gained from a recent study /29/, in which cultures were examined daily by electron microscopy after transplantation. Homotypical synapses were first evident at 2 DPT in areas of the cortex in which “established” Purkinje cell dendritic spines were present without any indication of new
Fig. 1  Electron micrograph from the cortex of a 13 days in vitro (DIV) cytosine arabinoside (Ara C)-treated cerebellar culture 4 days post transplantation (DPT) with granule cells and glia. A Purkinje cell dendrite (Pd) is shown surrounded by proliferated dendritic spines, most of which are unattached and embedded in astrocytic processes (A). The arrow points to a presumptive parallel fiber terminal that has formed an asymmetric synapse with one spine and is in nonsynaptic contact (in this plane of section) with two others.  × 18,000
spine formation. Also evident at 2 DPT in scattered cortical regions were areas of Purkinje cell dendritic spine proliferation. These spines were unattached and were usually in the vicinity of astrocytic processes. Over the next several days, the spine proliferation continued and accelerated, and an example of dendritic spine proliferation at 4 DPT is shown in Fig. 1, when many of the unattached spines were encased in astrocytic processes. At 4 DPT the earliest synapses with newly formed spines were noted, and presumptive parallel fiber terminals often synapsed with or contacted more than one dendritic spine (Fig. 1). Synapse formation among clusters of newly proliferated spines subsequently increased, as shown in Fig. 2 from a culture at 6 DPT. By 7 DPT, the numbers of clusters of unattached dendritic spines appeared reduced, as the synapse formation with newly proliferated spines continued, and by 9 DPT such clusters were sparse. An example of residual spine clusters encircled by Purkinje cell dendrites at 8 DPT is shown in Fig. 3 (compare with Fig. 14 in /40/ and Fig. 39 in /1/ illustrating similar formations in a weaver mutant mouse and an X-irradiated rat). Spine clusters were not noted in our original study at 10 DPT /3/, probably because of their absence or infrequent occurrence.

The results of the serially timed ultrastructural study suggested that axons from granule cells transplanted to host Ara C-treated cultures synapsed with both established and newly formed Purkinje cell dendritic spines, as two patterns of homotypical synapse development were evident, one beginning early (2 DPT) in cortical areas without dendritic spine proliferation and another beginning later (4 DPT) in areas with proliferated spines. The results of the timed study also indicated that clusters of proliferated dendritic spines disappeared as synapse formation with parallel fiber terminals progressed.

Transplantation with glia

Transplantation of Ara C-treated cerebellar cultures with fragments of mouse optic nerve resulted in myelination of 53% of the host cultures /25/ and no appreciable reduction of sprouted recurrent axon collaterals /16/. Purkinje cells acquired astrocytic sheaths, and axosomatic synapses were reduced /17/. Cortical neuropil synapses were reduced in transplanted cultures, and clusters of unattached Purkinje cell dendritic spines were present in cortical regions from 8–22 DPT during the entire observation period /16/. Most spines in the clusters were not in direct contact with astrocytic processes. This observation, plus the clustering pattern, suggested the induction of spine proliferation in local regions of the dendritic processes by a diffusible factor secreted by glia. Spine proliferation was not observed in Ara C-treated cerebellar explants transplanted with purified, dissociated oligodendrocytes, where the only significant change was myelination /36/. Purkinje cell dendritic spine proliferation, however, was induced in Ara C-treated cultures by exposure to an astrocyte-conditioned medium /34/, thus linking this phenomenon to astrocytes.

The results of these studies showed that Purkinje cell dendritic spine proliferation was induced in Ara C-treated cultures by addition of glia or by exposure to astrocyte-conditioned medium. In neither condition were granules cells present. Moreover, in the absence of granule cells, clusters of proliferated, unattached dendritic spines persisted in the cultures throughout the period of observation, contrary to their disappearance in Ara C-treated cultures transplanted with glia and granule cells, in which many of the newly formed spines were occupied by parallel fiber terminals.

Transplantation with granule cells

In the final condition that we examined, in which Ara C-treated cerebellar explants were transplanted with cultures containing granule cells and either functionally compromised or absent glia, myelination was not evident in host cultures at 6 DPT, and cortical neurites were not reduced to control levels because twice as many heterotypical recurrent axon collateral-Purkinje cell dendritic spine synapses persisted when competent astrocytes were not included in the graft /27/. Purkinje cells were not ensheathed by astrocytic processes, and their somata remained hyperinnervated by recurrent axon collateral terminals. Homotypical parallel fiber-Purkinje cell dendritic spine synapses were evident at 6 DPT, as in cultures transplanted with granule cells and glia, but no clusters of proliferated
Fig. 2. Cortical neuropil from a 15 DIV Ara C-exposed cerebellar culture 6 DPT with granule cells and glia. Three Purkinje cell dendrites (Pd) are surrounded by dendritic spines, some of which have formed asymmetric synapses with parallel fiber terminals (small arrows), as synapse formation with proliferated spines has increased. The large arrows indicate presumptive parallel fiber terminals that have synapsed with or contacted multiple dendritic spines. Such formations appear to be intermediate to a later stage at which a 1:1 ratio of parallel fiber terminals to Purkinje cell dendritic spines is predominant. × 18,000
Fig. 3. Cortical neuropil from a 17 DIV Ara C-treated cerebellar explant 8 DPT with granule cells and glia. The arrows point to three Purkinje cell dendritic processes surrounding two residual clusters of proliferated dendritic spines, which are now infrequently present. Most of the spines are without presynaptic elements. × 12,000
dendritic spines were observed in the absence of functional astrocytes.

In this study it was shown that granule cells alone did not induce clusters of proliferated Purkinje cell dendritic spines in this culture system. New spines may have formed and may have been quickly occupied by parallel fiber terminals, but clusters of unattached spines were not observed at 6 DPT, as they were when Ara C-treated cultures were transplanted with both granule cells and glia (Fig. 2). The results of this particular study do not rule out the induction of Purkinje cell dendritic spine formation by granule cell afferents but suggest that such spines are formed less profusely than when competent astrocytes are present.

DISCUSSION

The key experiments in this series of studies identifying a source of Purkinje cell dendritic spine induction are those in which Ara C-treated Purkinje cells without granule cells were transplanted with glia alone or were exposed to astrocyte-conditioned medium /16,34/. In both instances there was a profuse proliferation of dendritic spines that, in the absence of granule cells, remained unattached by presynaptic elements and persisted in the cultures. These results suggest that Purkinje cell dendritic spine proliferation, at least under these circumstances, is induced by an astrocyte-secreted factor. Studies are underway to establish the identity of the factor.

This notion is not inconsistent with the findings often reported and illustrated in the earlier in vivo studies of agranular cerebella, in which unattached Purkinje cell dendritic spines were enveloped by astrocytic processes /1, 10–15, 19, 21, 39, 40/. The arguments presented in favor of an autonomous induction of dendritic spines by Purkinje cells included ultrastructural observations at timed intervals of dendritic spine development in the absence of parallel fibers /21/. The concept of glial induction of the spines was not considered at that time because of the focus on induction by presynaptic elements. The findings presented in the in vivo studies, however, are not contrary to the possibility that Purkinje cell dendritic spine formation could be induced by astrocytes. On the other hand, dendritic spines are present in Ara C-treated cultures, in which astrocyte function is compromised—at least by 6 DIV /35/, but the functional state of astrocytes earlier than that is less clear—so that autonomous induction may also be a factor during development.

This leaves the apparently contradictory results that were obtained with dissociated purified cell cultures, in which Purkinje cell dendritic spines were formed only when granule cells were present /2/. Several explanations are possible. One explanation is that the cell-culture study dealt with the issue of the initial formation of dendritic spines during development, whereas in our studies with organotypic cultures, Purkinje cell dendritic spines were already present at the time of transplantation or of exposure to astrocyte-conditioned medium, so that additional spines were induced on a background of already formed spines. The signals for the initial induction of spines during development conceivably could be different from those for postdevelopmental spine induction, as already alluded to in the previous paragraph. The results of the in vivo studies, in which dendritic spine development was observed in the absence of parallel fibers, argue in favor of a mechanism not involving granule cells, but neither these studies nor our culture studies rule out a role for dendritic spine induction by granule cells when such cells are present.

Another possible explanation is that the requirements for dendritic spine induction differ in "connected" versus isolated Purkinje cells. In both Ara C-treated cultures and agranular cerebella in vivo, Purkinje cells, in the absence of parallel fibers, receive afferent input from other cortical neurons and send efferent projections to target deep nucleus neurons and other cortical neurons. Purkinje cells grown in isolation have only other Purkinje cells as targets or as an afferent source, and such contacts have been described in the isolated culture situation /2/. Critical factors, such as neurotrophic factors, may be missing in isolated Purkinje cell cultures, one consequence of which may be to disallow dendritic spine induction in response to the usual signals, but which can be overcome by adding another afferent source, such as granule cells, that may have a capacity for dendritic spine induction. This possibility could be tested by exposing isolated
Purkinje cells to a combination of all other cortical components but granule cells.

A third possibility relates to properties that cells grown in isolation may acquire, as opposed to factors that are missing from their environment. For example, isolated oligodendrocytes have been reported to make myelin-like membranes in the absence of axons /6,20/, a property that they retain even after transplantation to cultures with myelin-receptive axons, which are also myelinated /36/. By contrast, oligodendrocytes that are maintained as part of an explant culture do not demonstrate this degree of hyperactivity, even when used as a graft /3/. In dissociated cultures of whole cerebellum, Purkinje cells develop complex dendrites /2,23/, but the dendrites are elongated and minimally branched when cultured with neuronal-activity-blocking agents /23/. Such aberrant dendrites are not evident in Ara C-treated or otherwise untreated organotypic cerebellar cultures that have been maintained since explantation in medium containing activity-blocking agents /30,31/, which may reflect an intrinsic difference in Purkinje cells that are cultured by these different methods. Cultivation of cells in isolation may sufficiently alter their properties so that extrapolating to similar cells in vivo the results obtained with such preparations presents some difficulties.

With regard to neuronal activity, Purkinje cell dendritic spine formation was evident in both Ara C-treated and otherwise untreated organotypic cerebellar cultures chronically exposed to activity-blocking agents (a combination of tetrodotoxin and elevated levels of Mg ++) /30,31/. Moreover, parallel fiber-Purkinje cell dendritic spines developed as well in the absence of neuronal activity as they did in cultures with endogenous cortical activity when Ara C-treated cultures were transplanted with granule cells and glia, suggesting that neuronal activity was not necessary for forming these synapses /32/. The synapses that were reduced as a consequence of activity blockade were inhibitory synapses, and not excitatory parallel fiber-Purkinje cell dendritic synapses /30,32/.

What purpose might astrocytic induction of Purkinje cell dendritic spines serve? Astrocytes are multifunctional cells (reviewed in /7,8/). Among their properties is the production of diffusible neurite growth-promoting factors /18,22/. During development, astrocytes appear to guide the directional growth of axons to their targets within the central nervous system /9/. An associated function may be to prepare the target neurons for the arrival of the axons by expansion of the postsynaptic sites on target dendrites. A similar astrocytic function may be part of a response to postdevelopmental injury. Secretion of a factor that promotes dendritic spine proliferation might ensure the availability of sufficient numbers of postsynaptic sites for synapse formation with potentially regenerating axon terminals and reconstruction of the normal circuitry.
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